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Abstract 

Conflict is an enduring reality in prisons.  The contrast between a ‘total institution’ and an 

involuntary client base sets a rich table for conflict.  While different approaches have been taken 

to manage conflict in prison, this study has used a climate assessment tool to frame new insight 

into the overall climate of the jail as well as any distinctions between units.  The study was 

conducted as a survey-based social climate assessment on 369 inmates in four separate jails 

within British Columbia.  Significant relationships were discovered on variables such as 

population status and sentence status.  It was also observed by analyzing the subscales of the 

survey that unique attributes of the different jails and units could be uncovered.  These results 

have the potential to form the basis for effective conflict engagement by creating a new frame for 

prison conflict to be understood through. 

Keywords:  Prison, Social Climate, Conflict Framing, Population Status, Sentence Status 
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Glossary 

*Note.  All definitions are grounded in the context of British Columbia Corrections and may or 

may not be consistent with other contexts. 

 

Correctional Centre, Jail, Prison – These terms all have distinct historical roots but in both current 

research and society these terms are frequently used interchangeably, and are used accordingly in this 

paper. 

General Population (GP)  - General population is the default status for inmates upon being incarcerated. 

Inmate Code – Set of rules that inmates self-govern by.  These rules have some minor differences in 

different jails, but the basic idea is usually based on solidarity between inmates and can be used by 

inmates to rank each other.  

Protective Custody (PC) – Protective Custody inmates are removed from the general population, usually 

for their safety.  Traditionally this population primarily consisted of sexual offenders although the more 

recent trend has included more inmates who have been assaulted or been accused by other inmates of 

breaking some part of the inmate code. 

Remand(ed) – A remanded inmate is an inmate who has been determined by a court to be in jail until his 

court date.  This inm  ate has not yet been found guilty. 

Remission – An inmate will earn remission for good behaviour in jail.  This means that if the inmate 

earns all the remission available to him that he will only have to serve two-thirds of his sentence time.  

For example, if an inmate has a 12-month sentence he will only serve eight months. 

Sentence(d) – Whenever the term ‘sentence(d)’ is used in this paper it is referring to a provincial 

sentence.  A provincial sentence is less than two years in length.  Any person sentenced to two years or 

more is under a federal sentence and will be served in a federal prison. 

Warm Body Count – Average daily count.  This term is used to refer to how many inmates are in the 

jail, distinguishing them from inmates who may be at court or hospital. 
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The Relevance of Prison Climate on Prison Conflict 

 

“In the criminological jigsaw of our times, getting even one piece in the right place would 

be a worthwhile achievement.” – Harding, 2014, p. 164 

 

In any attempt to engage a complex and enduring conflict arena, such as a prison, one of 

the most difficult challenges is knowing where to start.  It is possible to imagine, and 

subsequently invent, a myriad of different plans in an effort to engage an established conflict 

environment.  Any one of these plans could be effective, assessing the conflict, working to 

capitalize on its energy, and moving towards creating a more effective institution.  It is far more 

likely, however, that any approach will result in either negligible change or even an increase in 

conflict if it is conducted without a solid understanding of the complexity of the conflict 

environment and its unique boundaries (Gallo, 2013; Lebaron, 2014; & Swenson & Rigoni, 

1999).  This thesis project was designed with a desire to understand if there is a way to inform 

conflict engagement in the prison setting, a way to understand the complex context, which goes 

beyond present practice. 

One of the key steps to approach a conflict is framing (Gray, 2003; Kaufman, Elliott, & 

Shmueli, 2003; Weitzman & Weitzman, 2000).  The goal of framing is to present the conflict in a 

way that allows all the parties involved to view the conflict in a new light.   Mayer (2015) stated 

that 

there is no cookbook formula for how we do this.  We get at it by posing new questions, 

framing the conflict differently, discussing the choices people face in a less dichotomized 

way, and helping people change the narratives with which they explain conflict. (p. 17) 
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In order to bring a fresh way of framing the conflict, it is necessary to bring a fresh analysis.  The 

goal of addressing prison conflict is no different.  The traditional understanding of prison conflict 

is inmate versus institution, with inmates being the “bad guys” and the jail being the “good 

guys.” This picture does not represent a situation with much room for mutual improvement, but 

by framing the conflict around a common goal of improving social climate, a positive change 

may be more easily realized. 

The consequences of enduring conflict can be extreme in prison.  Within the past number 

of years, there has been an increase in the risk of violence in the prison system in British 

Columbia (BC).  A white paper by Throness (2014) stated there was an increase of assaults on 

staff of 18% from 2009 to 2013 as well as a 129% increase in threats.  He also noted that there 

was a 48% growth in inmate on inmate violence in the same time period at North Fraser Pretrial 

Centre, the largest jail in BC.   In 2016, the Auditor General of BC published a performance audit 

of BC Correction’s (BCC) jails and found that violence appeared to escalate across all centres 

between 2009 and 2014 (Auditor General, 2015).  The union representing correctional officers in 

BC is currently engaged in a campaign to bring attention to the risks that officers face on a day to 

day basis. The campaign literature stated that staff assaults have gone up by 39% from 2014 to 

2015 (British Columbia Government Employees Union, 2017).      

BCC has taken a number of steps to address this problem, such as proposing new 

programs and building a new facility to reduce the inmate count in each jail.  BCC has also taken 

steps at each centre to improve the unit design and refine policies in an effort to minimize the 

risk of violence.  This study is an attempt to explore if another tool can be added to this mix, to 

investigate if there is another way to frame the existing conflict.  It is intended by uncovering 
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another facet of prison dynamics that new questions could be added, creating space for new 

answers. 

I have been a correctional officer for nine years, and in that time, I have seen and heard 

the results of conflict not being engaged adequately.  These conflicts can, at times, end in violent 

assaults.  Scenarios could include an occasion where an inmate may be suffering from social 

exclusion, and for any number of reasons this is not perceived by the officer working.  This 

inmate is then physically assaulted by one, two, or even more of his peers sometimes resulting in 

serious physical harm.   I have also seen numerous examples of when people appear to feel 

understood and respected, resulting in a calm and functional environment.  I have worked on 

units where the stronger, more established inmates look out for people who have just come in.  I 

have also seen cooperation between officers and inmates that results in a sick or hungry inmate 

getting the help that he needs.  As a student of conflict, I want to gain a better understanding the 

environment of the jail, to discover if there are more ways to unpack additional insight than what 

is presently being practiced.  To this end, I performed a social climate assessment of four unique 

prisons in an effort to determine if a new way to frame for this conflict can be uncovered. 

My research question is as follows: What contribution can the Essen Climate Evaluation 

Schema (EssenCES) tool make towards understanding distinctions in the conflict environments 

of selected BC Correctional Centres. This question compelled me to use the EssenCES tool in 

conjunction with inmate demographics to determine if any insight could be brought to light.  My 

sub-question was: Are there any significant patterns in perceptions of prison climate around 

different jails, living units, or other demographics.  This question pushed me to look in every 

direction in an effort to understand what shape social climate took in these jails. I also wanted to 

explore, where possible, any indications of what informed this shape.   
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By assessing the milieu of jails, I brought a new tool that has the potential to be used 

beyond the scope of this project.  EssenCES has the necessary structure to help understand 

program effectiveness, do pre-test/post-test evaluations, and to comprehend what is going on in a 

jail that may be unseen on the surface (Tonkin, 2016).  Casey, Day, and Reynolds (2016) stated 

climate assessments are helpful to find “ways to enrich institutional culture in ways that are both 

economical and practical,” (p. 286).  Harding (2014) asserted the simple concept that all efforts 

would “have even better outcomes in prisons that have a positive social climate,” (p. 173).  By 

using this tool, a new understanding of social climate can be established, and upon that 

foundation, efforts can be made to improve it.     

In order to gain this new perspective, to find an additional way to frame the conflict 

within the British Columbia (BC) prison system, this project started with an immersion into the 

research that has been done in two fields, penology and conflict management.  Upon this 

foundation, I surveyed four unique correctional centres.  I then processed the survey, evaluating 

the different individual and institutional variables, while looking for significant relationships 

with the survey scale and subscales.  These results then formed the basis for a new way to frame 

the conflict environment of these jails, establishing an empirical base for fresh perspectives into 

a long-standing problem. 

Literature Review 

This literature review will begin with a brief introduction to prison climate and specific 

jail conflict factors to establish a foundation for the research question.  This discussion will cover 

penological theories including importation, depravation, labelling and identity.  I will then shift 

to a general discussion of the conflict environment to inform an understanding of what role 

conflict analysis, including cultural fluency and systems thinking, play in that environment. 
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Prison Climate.  

Correctional centres are dynamic social environments with multiple independent factors 

influencing the social climate.  In 1975 Moos developed the first prison climate assessment, 

based on a tool he developed for psychiatric hospitals, in order to quantify this phenomenon.  In 

his manual, he described the prison milieu as encompassing “the material, social, and emotional 

conditions of a given unit and the interactions between such factors,” (referenced by Tonkin, 

2015, p. 2).  His work established the foundation for future attempts to look at the jail as a whole 

and to assess jails beyond the sum of the demographics they contain.  Studies frequently limit the 

perspective on disorder and violence to the level of the individual, but by studying prison 

climate, the overall understanding of inmate behavior can be expanded (Camp, Gaes, Langan, & 

Saylor, 2003; Crewe, 2011; Steiner & Wooldredge, 2008).  Liebling and Arnold (2012) did a 

unique climate assessment where they studied a jail, and then 12 years later assessed it again.  

The jail still had the same mandate as a maximum-security jail, but the demographics of the 

inmates had changed.  There had been an increase in minority populations and indeterminate 

sentences, as well as having the sexual offender population being moved to another jail and 

replaced with general population inmates.  They reported that the primary change appeared to be 

a significant drop in the levels of trust between inmates and officers.  In their analysis, they 

pointed out that substantial changes in behavior amongst the inmates corresponded to these 

large-scale shifts in the social climate.  Similarly, Camp, Gaes, Langan, and Saylor (2003) 

asserted that “it would be naïve to assume that inmate behavior is independent of other behavior 

occurring in the same institution, although this assumption is nearly universal” (p. 205).  In order 

to fully assess the behaviours and perceptions of individual inmates in prison, it is necessary to 

take in the broader prison climate. 
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Various tools have been developed to assess climate in prison with the major ones being: 

Prison Climate Survey (United States Federal Bureau of Prisons), Monitoring the Quality of 

Prison Life (Liebling & Arnold, 2004), Correctional Institutions Environment Scale (Moos, 

1975) and Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (Schalast et al., 2008).  Each of these instruments 

has been used to assess climates, although there is some argument as to what is the most 

effective or even applicable in different circumstances.  Tonkin (2015) evaluated these tools, 

among others, to test for internal consistency, factor structure, construct validity and reliability.  

He found that the Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (EssenCES), although brief, had the most 

robust statistical support.  In his recommendations, Tonkin suggested EssenCES for use in secure 

centres when there is a need for a brief tool that can be used to assess both inmates and staff 

perceptions for either practical or theoretical purposes.   This tool has been found to be a 

valuable contributor in various prison studies around the world including Australia (Casey, Day, 

& Reynolds, 2016; Day, Casey, Vess, & Hulsy, 2011), Germany (Schalast & Groenewald, 2009) 

and the UK (Schalast & Tonkin, 2016; Tonkin et al., 2011; Tonkin, 2015).  EssenCES has also 

been translated into Danish, Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 

Norwegian, Portuguese, and Swedish.  EssenCES has been used twice in Canada, as of the 

present time, but only in psychiatric facilities and not in correctional centres (Livingston, 

Nijdam-Jones, & Brink, 2012; Livingston, Nijdam-Jones, Lapsley, Calderwood, & Brink, 2013). 

Prison Conflict Factors.  

The prison context includes a group of factors that appear to pre-load the jail context for 

conflict.  These factors need to be understood to process the results, distilling what the tool has to 

contribute.  The focus will also be placed upon the role of the custodial units that inmates reside 

in as group conflict factors. 
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Importation vs. Deprivation Theory. A classic debate in penology exists between 

importation and deprivation theories.  Deprivation theory holds that it is the impact of 

imprisonment that contributes to disruptive inmate behaviour (Irwin & Cressey, 1962; Levan, 

2012; Scott, 2015; Sykes, 1958; Tew, Vince, & Luther, 2015).  This theory postulates that prison 

violence is provoked by inmates being deprived of things they are used to outside of prison.  In 

his seminal work, The Society of Captives, Sykes (1958) detailed five key deprivations: liberty, 

goods and services, heterosexual relationships, autonomy, and security.  It is argued that these 

deprivations inspire and fuel the conflict that produces the violence that is so commonplace in 

prisons. 

Deprivation theory is then held in direct contrast to importation theory, which holds that 

prison disorder is exacerbated primarily by the pre-existing maladaptive tendencies which 

individuals being incarcerated bring into prison (Irwin & Cressey, 1962; Levan, 2012; Tew, 

Vince, & Luther, 2015).  Importation theory, the older of the two theories, places the cause of 

inmate conflict on the subcultures that inmates belong to before their incarceration.  Irwin and 

Cressey (1962) draw out three subcultures of prisoners: the ‘thieves’ who are not fazed by doing 

time, the ‘convicts’ who feel a sense of home in prison, and the ‘do-rights’ who are focused on 

turning things around.  Irwin and Cressey’s asserted that the realities of prison have little to no 

effect on inmate behavior, in or out of jail.  By holding on to both of these juxtaposed theories, a 

framework is formed that can be used to filter and interpret the gathered data, allowing for a 

contextualized understanding of the conflict environment.  Every inmate, unit, and jail will have 

a unique balance between these extremes, and understanding this balance can inform the 

direction of future interventions.   
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Labelling and Identity Theories. Importation and Deprivation then lead to the concepts 

of identity and labelling theories.  Identity theory is primarily based on the work of two scholars, 

Stryker and Burke (Styrker & Burke, 2000).  Stryker’s work looks at “the linkages of social 

structures,” (p. 284), that is the effects of external influences on identity, while Burke “focuses 

on the internal process of self-verification,” (p. 284).  Identity theory links identity to behaviour 

through a few stages.  It starts with the identity standard; the internalized values a subject 

ascribes to their social roles.  The identity standard is then processed through reflected appraisal.  

Reflected appraisal is the action of taking in how others perceive the subject.   This action is then 

complicated by who the other individual is, as it is not merely what the person says, it is how the 

subject perceives the other, including the importance given to the person giving the appraisal.  

The final step leading to behaviour is the process of understanding the dissonance between the 

identity standard and the reflected appraisal.  Burke’s (1991) classic metaphor for how this 

works is a thermostat.  When the room goes beyond the desired standard, the thermostat corrects 

it by turning on the heat or air conditioning.  In prison, the individual is largely prevented from 

making adjustments, and so he may have the potentially challenging experience of not being able 

to be the person he thinks he is.  This core identity conflict can create a solid footing for 

participation in various prison conflicts, as inmates look to assert who they believe they are.   

Identity theory is directly related to labelling theory.  Labelling theory is the perspective 

that if a person is labelled with something long enough, they will start to believe it, and start to 

act like it (Asencio & Burke, 2011; Becker, 1963; Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell, & Naples, 2004; 

Scott, 2015).  The basic idea states that if a person is called an inmate/animal/problem, they will 

act like an inmate/animal/problem.  In Becker’s (1963) foundational work he detailed how labels 

are used to separate outsiders from society.  He also showed how the only thing that made 
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outsiders deviants was that society had proclaimed them as such, not due to any empirical 

difference.   

There are a number of primary labels within British Columbia Corrections that are used 

to aid in the efficient management of the prison population.  The first label is population status, 

General Population (GP) and Protective Custody (PC).  Population status has traditionally 

performed the function of classifying, or separating, the so-called ‘bad, weak, or vulnerable’ 

inmates who need to be protected from the ‘good, solid, or strong’ inmates who are able to look 

after themselves (Casey, Day, & Reynolds, 2015; Toch, 2007; Wener, 2012).  However, it 

appears possible that this division also has other consequences.  As discussed by Toch (2007, 

2016), the power of this label can be felt in the social exclusion, in separating the hypothetically 

‘good’ inmates from the ‘bad.’  GP’s in most jails have constituted the majority of the population 

and as such maintain the title as the ‘good inmates’ (Casey et al., 2016, Toch & Kupers, 2007; 

Wills, 2014).  This classification process has left the PC’s as the inmates who, according to their 

hierarchy of crime, deserve to be shamed as they have committed offences, either on the outside 

or on the inside, that are not accepted by the larger jail population (Wills, 2014).  The other core 

institutional label is security level.  A maximum-security inmate will be treated as a higher risk 

for violence or disorder than an open-security one, the effects of security ratings will be 

discussed further in the Unit Identity section.  These labels have an important role to play in the 

safe operation of correctional centres, and as such have a considerable impact on social climate 

as well. 

Unit Identity. Jails are not homogenous contexts when compared to each other, and 

neither are they when looked at internally (Edgar, 2015; Lafferty, Treloar, Butler, Guthrie & 

Chambers, 2016; Tonkin, 2015).  One unit may have a very different feel or ethos than another 
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within the same jail; this may be by institutional design or the result of the social evolution.  

Literature shows correctional agencies have used unit design, such as special program units, and 

not necessarily any architectural difference, in an effort to reduce disorder within their walls 

(Baro, 1999; Camp, Klein-Saffron, Kwon, Daggett, & Joseph, 2006; Dietz, O’Connell, & 

Scarpitti, 2003; French & Gendreau, 2006; Hogan, Labert, & Barton-Bellessa, 2012; 

Prendergast, Farabee, & Cartier, 2001; Shefer, 2012).  These studies have shown that efforts to 

address prison climate can be positively affected by altering the rules of how a unit works.  

One of the most common specialized unit designs is the Therapeutic Community (TC).  

TCs have been around for decades and have been the focus of a number of studies.  The term TC 

is an umbrella term that is used to describe a unit or jail that has a special focus on some aspect 

of rehabilitation.  The common goals include improving various aspects of the unit social 

structure to have a more democratic model as well as including intensive addictions treatment.  

TC’s are commonly separated from the rest of the jail, although some jails exist as whole TC’s.  

Dietz, O’Connell, and Scarpitti (2003) analyzed the impact of TC’s on the levels of disorder 

within the prison.  After discussing the positive impact of TCs in their conclusion, the authors 

posited that future work could explore working with regular prison units to include attributes of 

TCs incrementally to learn if the results can be duplicated.  These attributes include, among other 

variables, peer accountability, peer mentoring, and graduated responsibility.  Casey, Day, and 

Reynolds (2016) studied prison climate in a therapeutic prison with all units being designed as 

treatment units, in their conclusion they questioned whether their results would be consistent 

with a traditional jail.   

Other studies have examined units that are designed around a program (Gilligan & Lee, 

2005; Hogan, Lambert, & Barton-Bellessa, 2012) or religious themes (Camp et al., 2006).  These 
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units also appear to have a positive impact on social climate, but at the same time introduce the 

question of the effect of selection bias.  Selection bias questions whether the unit shows positive 

results due to its unique attributes or due to the inmates that are selected for it, either voluntarily 

or otherwise.  In support of this assertion, Williams (2015) examined a program which was run 

once with voluntary clients and once compulsory.  The positive effects of the program on prison 

misconduct were only noticed in the volunteer sample.  Similarly, another project studied the 

effects of an involuntary program and compared it to a control group (Hogan, Lambert, & 

Barton-Bellessa, 2012).   In this study, both groups were removed from the larger prison 

population and run as distinct units.  The results showed non-significant differences on almost all 

metrics.  It would appear that while there is value in a TC type unit, that there can be beneficial 

impacts on social climate just by removing a unit from the general prison group. 

Another function of units is to embody security ratings.  Security ratings for inmates in 

British Columbia include open, medium, and secure, with inmates in any given unit being 

governed by the rules for that unit regardless of their individual rating (i.e. an open security 

inmate in a secure unit will be treated as a secure inmate).  At the two extremes are open security, 

where inmates are cleared to spend much of their time in the greater community on work 

projects, and maximum security segregation where the inmates are locked up in their cells for at 

least 23 hours a day.  These different security protocols, not surprisingly, have been shown to 

have a significant impact on jail climate (Harding, 2014; Wener, 2012; Worrall & Morris, 2011).  

Harding (2014) also argued that security classifications also function as a label, telling inmates 

how they will behave, and telling staff that segregated inmates are even less trustworthy than 

other inmates.   
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Jails are constantly under pressure to maintain security and at the same time provide 

opportunities for inmates to work on their criminogenic factors, and this often comes to a point at 

the unit level.  Crewe, Liebling, and Hulley (2014) stated that jails could fit into four quadrants.  

The two axes are ‘Absent to Present’ as well as ‘Heavy to Light.’  ‘Absent to Present’ refers to 

how staff interact with inmates, are they engaged in the day to day lives and challenges 

experienced by inmates or are they aloof, just doing the minimal job requirements.  ‘Heavy to 

Light’ refers to how a jail carries its authority.  Light authority without present staff could result 

in “a tyranny of their peers” (p. 407), and heavy authority often just adds to the pressure cooker 

of jail, and the constant feeling of a “tyranny of staff,” (p. 407) from the centre.  The authors 

described the “holy grail of prison management,” (p. 404) as having present staff with light 

authority, where the power of the jail is present, but held at bay, sufficient to keep order, but not 

so much as to become oppressive. 

Conflict Environment 

As mentioned, the crux of this study is to understand the interaction between prison 

climate and the conflict environment of prisons.  The literature review will now focus on the 

world of conflict analysis and management, bringing the two worlds together.  Conflict analysis 

is a large field, and focus will be limited to a basic definition, followed by a discussion of 

cultural fluency, and systems thinking. 

Conflict Analysis. Conflict has been defined by various authors to mean different things, 

but there are some strong, common themes that come through.  Mayer (2012) discussed it as a 

threefold concept consisting of the interplay of cognitive, emotional and behavioural dimensions.  

Rahim (2010) defined it as a “natural outcome of human interaction that begins when two or 

more social entities (i.e., individuals, groups, organizations, and nations) come in contact with 
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one another in attaining their objectives,” (p. 1).  In a work focused on uncovering the ontology 

of conflict Morasso (2008), discussed conflict as existing on two primary axes.  The first axis is 

interpersonal hostility; this is a realized conflict, where two or more parties are actively in 

opposition to each other.  The second axis is propositional incompatibility, which is understood 

as a situation where two or more people have different ideas, and this incompatibility may or 

may not evolve into an interpersonal hostility, but it represents an opportunity to deal with 

conflict at a level that is not yet complicated by an engaged battle.  These definitions relay the 

understanding that conflict is not merely violence or even argument; it is the space between 

people or groups where things are not yet settled.  Conflict is the potential for change, and this 

change can be either positive, negative or neutral (Bowling & Hoffman, 2000; Gallo, 2013; 

Mayer, 2009; Morasso, 2008).  Both conflict axes can be found everywhere in prison, but they 

are frequently expressed in the relationships amongst inmates as well as between inmates and 

staff (Edgar, 2005, 2015; Mann & Hendrick, 2015). 

Conflict Analysis and Management is a discipline focused on engaging conflict.  The goal 

is not to solve all problems, or to even to minimize friction between groups.  The goal instead is 

to comprehend, to hear the story that is being told and to internalize what can be learnt.  Gray 

(2003) in an article that discussed conflict framing stated, “when we frame a conflict, we develop 

interpretations about what the conflict is about, why it is occurring, the motivations of the parties 

involved,” (p. 13).  Edgar (2005, 2015) in looking at conflict in prisons noted that in order to 

address violence in prison, one needs to understand the conflict, to comprehend the progression 

from benign interactions to violent assaults.  Mayer (2009) described that “conflict is the vehicle 

that lets us know the limitations of our approach,” (p. 271).  By viewing conflict as a teacher 
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instead of something to be avoided it is possible to embrace change and seek to engage 

dissonance.   

In general terms, conflict emanates from needs.  Mayer (2012) focused his work on 

understanding the causes of conflict on the construct of a wheel.  Mayer placed needs at 

the center of his wheel, with the surrounding wedges representing emotions, communication, 

history, structure, and values. This wheel concept is in part an echo of Maslow’s (1953) classic 

work on people’s hierarchy of needs.  While this theory does not enjoy a high level of popular 

acceptance, it does appear to shed some light on the concept of needs in prison.  Maslow laid out 

a basic pyramid of human need, at the base are physiological needs, then safety, belonging, 

esteem and finally self-actualization.  Mayer (2012) argued that if people feel they are not able to 

survive, pursue their interests, and maintain their identity, then they may be more prone to 

engage conflict with a negative disposition, therefore, increasing the likelihood of violence and 

other forms of disorder.  He further stated, “people engage in conflict because of their needs, and 

conflict cannot be transformed or resolved unless these needs are addressed in some way,” 

(Mayer, 2012, p. 11).   

Self-Determination Theory puts needs in a slightly different context.  Deci and Ryan 

(2000) identified human needs as having three primary cores: competence, autonomy, and 

relatedness.  Self-Determination Theory (SDT) defines competence as the need to feel able to do 

something, autonomy as being a free agent, and relatedness as being connected to others.  SDT 

would say that an inmate will not be able to move towards positive change if his needs for 

competence, autonomy, and relatedness are not addressed.  A broad understanding of needs is 

necessary for understanding conflict, and the basic reality of prison as a total institution puts 

immense pressure on the core of any of these needs based models.     
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Cultural Fluency. Cultural fluency is the ability to understand and speak to another 

person, even in a conflict situation.  “Cultural fluency involves readiness to internalize, express, 

and enact culturally sensitive meaning-making processes,” (Lebaron, 2014, p. 584).  In the prison 

context, culture can consist of a very literal definition referring to people of different ethnic 

groups, but also can include people of various sub-cultures of society.  Within the correctional 

system, the need for both of these concepts is required, as jails hold people from a variety of 

ethnic backgrounds and contain numerous sub-cultures.  One of the stark cultural divides in 

prison is rooted in its core structure – inmates versus guards.  This classic us versus them 

relationship is felt in every part of the jail environment.  It starts at the base level with different 

coloured uniforms, in British Columbia Corrections the inmates wear red, and the officers wear 

blue.  On top of this are more nuanced differences where officers will often only refer to inmates 

by their surnames, but will usually address each other by their first names.  Within the jail, the 

officers have access to detailed information about the inmates past, including previous 

convictions, but inmates have almost no knowledge of who the guards are.  Within the standard 

jail context, the separation between inmate and staff is purposeful and pervades every aspect of 

daily life. 

The goal of cultural fluency requires people to engage the “tendency to use our own 

groups’ ideas and values as a reference point,” (Lebaron, 2014, p. 588).  Bowling and Hoffman 

(2000) went further when they discussed the concept of reality being a unique construct, and as 

such, the role of those engaging a conflict is not to determine the singular truth, but instead to 

distil each person’s/group’s truth.  When a person can recognize another’s worldview, from the 

other’s point of view, cultural fluency has been achieved. Liebling, Price, and Elliot (1999) used 

the German word verstehen to describe the value of rigorous inquiry.  Verstehen is the idea of 
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comprehending a person’s actions from their point of view, to understand the prisoner’s actions 

from the prisoner’s point of view.  This concept leads to the need for those engaging conflict to 

also know themselves and to examine their preconceptions, something that is not frequently done 

by those in places of authority (Lebaron, 2014; Mayer, 2009; Phillips & Earle, 2010).  In the jail 

context, this has implications for prison staff, highlighting the need to be both self-aware and to 

have an understanding of inmates that goes beyond persons who have been accused of breaking 

the law.   

Power in Conflict.  In order to engage an existing conflict, it is necessary to understand 

where the power is and what impact it could have (Mayer, 2009; Mayer 2012; Woodhill, 2010).  

Conflicts will often have a power imbalance, but if there were not power on both sides the 

conflict would not endure, as the only side with power would have its way.  Mayer (2009) made 

the point that prisons are one of the few contexts where one-sided power can be used sustainably, 

where threats can be effectively enforced, although he does consider the consequences of doing 

that on a continual basis.  This perspective also minimized the fact that in prison conflicts, even 

within the institution, inmates are not without power.  Edgar (2015) stated that “most of the 

conflicts that lead to violence in prison occur between parties where the power balance is yet to 

be determined,” (p. 20).   It is this need for determining who has what power that motivates 

much of the conflict in prison, regardless of who is involved.   

Inmates respond to the power that is present, both in the peer arena as well as with 

institutional authority.  This again reflects on the heavy-light, absent-present quadrants discussed 

by Crewe, Liebling, and Hulley (2014), where inmates react predictably according to how a jail 

holds its authority.   Another facet of power is the type or foundation of power.  Power is not 

simply about a quantifiable amount, as different ways of using power have different results.  
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Ferdik and Smith (2016) discussed the role of the social bases of power on the officer-inmate 

interactions; they identify five bases, “reward, referent, legitimate, coercive and expert,” (p. 

499).  The authors highlighted the benefits of using soft power, such as referent and legitimate, 

over the more controlling powers of reward, coercive and expert.  They explained that while a 

jail may be able to maintain itself using controlling powers, this can also cause resentment 

amongst the inmates and produce an undesired antagonistic environment. 

Alongside the need to understand officer power, is the need to understand inmate power.  

Inmates have several power sources, the most obvious being numbers, as on a given unit the ratio 

may be as extreme as 60:1 (BCC, 2013).  Another basis of power is individual inmate 

compliance, Crewe (2011) described the power that an inmate holds the ability to choose 

whether or not to be compliant.  Even at his lowest moment and inmate has power, “prisoners 

may capture an elemental form of power by renouncing hope completely,” (p. 458).  This 

renouncing of hope leaves an inmate in the place where no threat/consequence is bad enough to 

give pause, and no promise/reward is good enough to encourage.  This power struggle can lead 

to a meaningless cycle of individual behaviour and institutional response that gets stuck on 

repeat, often getting progressively worse.  While the EssenCES instrument does not measure 

power, if enough inmates on a particular unit decide to do something, or just collectively 

renounce hope, the social climate would be incredibly compromised.  An in-depth understanding 

of the power of the jail administration, the officer, and the inmate is necessary to understand and 

engage this unique environment in efforts to improve its climate. 

Capacity.  A specific understanding to deal with power-based interactions is capacity.  

“Real capacity lives between actors and in the way that they deal with each other to solve 

problems or to realize their ambitions,” (Woodhill, 2010, p.28).  Capacity is in a basic sense, the 
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fuel for effective engagement between parties.  This capacity is increased through understanding, 

cultural fluency, and it is expressed in cooperation.  It is not easily achieved as parties do not 

frequently allow themselves to either be understood or make an effort to understand the other 

(Edgar, 2015).  Effective conflict management cannot be imposed by one party on the other, it 

requires a building of capacity, and this cannot be a casual or flippant effort from either side 

(Mayer, 2012; Woodhill, 2010). 

Systems Thinking. The combination of cultural fluency, power, and capacity lead to a 

complex view of conflict.  This complexity is often discussed in the literature by referring to the 

concept of systems thinking.  Systems thinking encompasses the need to take in the whole 

problem and not just what is readily apparent (Gallo, 2013; Mayer, 2015; Rahim, 2010).  It is 

necessary that conflict engagement efforts establish the boundaries of the conflict, what will and 

will not be addressed by the process (Gallo, 2013).  A key part of this is also to perceive what 

variables are within the system, variables that affect and are affected by the conflict, as well as 

the variables that may affect the system but are outside of the system as they are not affected by 

it.  One of the direct difficulties with encouraging complex or systems thinking in a conflict 

setting, especially one as polarized as a prison, is that conflict stimulates the part of the brain that 

promotes simple, or survival, thinking (Mayer, 2015).  For conflict to be engaged adequately, it is 

necessary for all parties to be able to look beyond the presenting issue and take in the larger 

system. 

Complex conflicts cannot be dealt with by reducing them to simple issues, as this will not 

result in a resilient solution.  Although the opposite is also problematic, a conflict engagement 

cannot be too complex, or it will become meaningless (Gallo, 2013; Mason & Rychard, 2005).  A 

well-researched and thought through conflict engagement has the ability not only to explain a 
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conflict but to allow the participants involved to get a new perspective on the situation.  

Moreover, this fresh point of view can then become a framework for moving the process forward 

(Gallo, 2013; Mason & Rychard, 2005; Wehr, 2006).  

“The escalation of conflict into violence is not inevitable.  In every conflict, there are 

chances to divert the course into a non-violent outcome,” (Edgar, p. 22, 2015).  Even in, or 

perhaps especially in, prison it is both possible and beneficial to direct conflict into positive 

outcomes.  Prison is a place where the myth of redemptive violence is pervasive and seemingly 

universal (Wills, 2014).  The ‘myth of redemptive violence’ is a phrase that was coined by Wink 

(2014): he stated that the “Myth of Redemptive Violence is the story of the victory of order over 

chaos by means of violence” (2014, n.p.).  In prison, violence seems to be seen as a corrective 

tool, both by inmates and at times by staff, supposedly capable of teaching the recipients of its 

actions what is right and what is wrong.  Mayer (2009) in a discussion around power in conflict 

stated that violence “almost never leads to a constructive reciprocal process,” (p. 166).  If 

conflict in prison can lead to violence, and this violence does not lead to better solutions, then it 

is necessary to undertake efforts to find new tools to engage this conflict in non-violent ways.  

Tools like EssenCES have the ability to approach this problem from a new vector, with the 

potential to inspire change without needing one side to be victorious. 

This project will now transition to the method of the assessment of social climate in the 

four selected jails.  I will then discuss how this assessment can be used to inform a conflict 

management based approach that can contribute to the overall practices of British Columbia 

Corrections Adult Custody Division.   
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Method 

At this project’s genus, it looked a lot different, with other goals, methods, and direction.  

The process of working with BC Corrections Performance, Research and Evaluation department 

(PREv) to find an acceptable proposal forced this project to go through various evolutions and 

modifications.  In the beginning, this project had a narrower, and deeper research goal.  The goal 

was to survey only one jail and to include with that survey a site visit and qualitative interviews.  

The intention was to attempt to gain new understandings of the role of identity in inmate 

violence.  PREv was not prepared to endorse any study of violence, nor were they willing to 

allow me access to incident data or site visits that I could use to establish any potential 

correlations or interactions with violence and inmate identity.  This dialogue was difficult at 

times, with frustration presumably on both sides.  It took about nine months, a substantive 

amount of research, and no small amount of stubbornness to come to the place where PREv was 

willing to support a project that I proposed.  Despite these difficulties, it was through this time 

that I came across the EssenCES tool and broadened the research to include not one but four 

jails. 

This project then set out to assess the social climate of four jails using the EssenCES tool.  

This survey tool and the collected demographics were used to explore the dimensions of social 

climate and then use this data to form theoretical insights into the conflict environment.  The 

goal was to discover if there were any patterns in the data between jails, units, or other 

demographic variables that could be used to create new frames related to the conflict situation in 

British Columbia Corrections Adult Custody Division (ACD). 
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EssenCES.   

After researching various climate assessment tools, I settled on the Essen Climate 

Evaluation Schema (EssenCES) developed by Schalast et al. (2008).  This tool, like Moos’s 

original Correctional Institutions Environmental Scale (CIES), was originally developed for use 

in psychiatric hospital settings and was subsequently adapted for use in prison settings.  

EssenCES was developed in response to the need for an economical and straightforward tool, in 

contrast with the 100+ questions for the Monitoring the Quality of Prison Life (MQPL) (Liebling 

& Arnold, 2004) and the CIES instruments.  Research has also criticized these other instruments 

for having a lower than expected construct validity (Milsom et al., 2014; Tonkin et al., 2011).  

The EssenCES survey has undergone significant testing for validity and reliability and has been 

found to be a reliable and valid tool (Casey, Day, & Reynolds, 2016; Day, Casey, Vess, & Hulsy, 

2011; Milsom et al, 2014; Tonkin et al., 2011; Tonkin, 2015).   

EssenCES is a 17-question tool with two non-scored questions and three subscales – 

Inmates’ Cohesion (IC), Hold and Support (HS), and Experienced Safety (ES).  Each subscale 

has five questions, with some questions being scored positively and others negatively.  These 

questions are ordered intentionally to ensure the respondent is encouraged to read each question 

and not respond to all the items with the same score.  Each subscale is scored out of 20, with 

each answer ranging from zero to four, giving a total of 60 for the whole scale. 

The Inmates’ Cohesion (IC) subscale is designed to assess the strength of the group 

cohesiveness. Evidence suggests that when individuals experience an improved social group that 

they are more likely to benefit from rehabilitative efforts (Casey, Day & Reynolds, 2016; 

Harding, 2014; Schalast, 2016).  The questions in this subscale are designed to draw out how the 

individual feels in his peer group, does he feel accepted, does he feel that all persons in the unit 
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are accepted?  Two of the question are: “Inmates care about their fellow inmates’ problems” and 

“There is good peer support among inmates.”   

The Experienced Safety (ES) subscale reflects the need to feel safe in order to focus on 

rehabilitative goals.  Safety is a basic requirement for effective change to take root and flourish.  

If an inmate is forced to be constantly looking over their shoulder for fear of assault, it is highly 

unlikely that he will be able to engage positively in efforts to improve himself.  Williams (2015) 

linked this variable to its impact on recidivism and staff absenteeism.  This subscale contains 

questions such as “There are some really aggressive inmates in this unit” and “Some inmates are 

afraid of other inmates.”   

The final scale is Hold and Support (HS).  This subscale reflects in part, the issues around 

labelling, trying to uncover if the inmates perceive that the staff believe enough in them to help 

them.  It also is designed to examine if the inmates feel they are in an environment where the 

staff are accessible and interested in helping them.  Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell, & Naples, (2004) 

described the position where an inmate may not be a ble to believe in themselves until they know 

that someone in authority believes in them. HS includes “Staff take a personal interest in the 

progress of inmates” and “Often, staff seem not to care if inmates succeed or fail in the daily 

routine/program.” 

Survey Methodology.  

Inmate data collection was done in cooperation with PREv.  I developed a three-page 

survey that was to be distributed to each of the four centres (Appendix A).  One thousand 

surveys were prepared and delivered to PREv, with each centre being sent a box of surveys 

based on the institutional warm body count.  Included in the boxes were letters for the Warden of 

the jail and the officer who would be doing the survey distribution and collection.  Also included 
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was a brief list of the boxes contents as well as information posters for the inmates, although it is 

not known if the posters or letters were ever used or read (Appendix B).   

The survey included a cover letter that introduced myself as the researcher as well as the 

project.  The letter also fulfilled the requirement for informed consent by informing the reader 

that the survey was optional and that the results would be anonymous.  Inmates were promised 

that $0.90 would be deposited in their trust account, the cost of one local phone call, if they 

included their Correctional Service (CS) Number on the demographic form.  Inmates were also 

clearly told that they could complete the survey without submitting their CS number.  The CS 

numbers were never entered into the data set and were only used to process the financial 

transaction.  The backside of the cover letter was a sheet for inmate demographics.   Both of the 

sheets were given unique identifying numbers so as to be able to allow for the EssenCES tool to 

be analyzed without seeing any identifying information.     

The survey was slightly modified from the official English language translation of the 

survey, with the consent of the lead author.  The first change was to the 5-point Likert-Scale 

wording.  The original wording was “not at all, little, somewhat, quite a lot, very much,” this was 

changed to a more generic “strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree” as it was 

not easily seen how an inmate in British Columbia would distinguish between “quite a lot,” and 

“very much.”  The second change was to question 15.  The original question states, “some 

inmates are so excitable that one deals very cautiously with them.”  It was felt that the term 

‘excitable’ was foreign to the common speech in British Columbia and in its place the question 

was reframed as “some inmates are so easily provoked that one deals very cautiously with them.” 

The survey delivery and collection was handled entirely by BC Corrections.  This meant I 

had no control over the process and received little information about how things happened.  Each 
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survey had an envelope attached to it so that all responses could be kept anonymous from their 

peers and from correctional staff.   The surveys were distributed and collected by centre staff, 

then returned to PREv and picked up by me.  A total of 369 surveys were returned with around 

10-15 of that total being mailed to me directly via Royal Roads University.  Table 1 shows the 

warm body count for the days surrounding the survey collection and the number of returned 

forms followed by the response rate.    

Table 1 
 

EssenCES Response Rate by Jail 

 

   

Jail Warm Body Count Completed Surveys Response Rate % 

Kamloops Regional  

Correctional Centre (KRCC) 

 258.3 118 46 

Ford Mountain  

Correctional Centre (FMCC) 

92 64 70 

Nanaimo  

Correctional Centre (NCC) 

133.3 74 56 

North Fraser  

Pre-Trial Centre (NFPC) 

512.7 113 22 / *47 

Totals 996.3 369 37 / *51 

Note. EssenCES = Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (Schalast et al., 2008). Warm Body Count 
determined by BC Corrections, calculated based the days surrounding the survey delivery at each 
centre. 
*270 surveys were returned from NFPC that had not been delivered.  While it is obvious an 
undelivered survey could not be completed, it is not clear why these were not delivered.  It is 
interesting that by subtracting the undelivered surveys from the NFPC warm body count the rate 
comes quite close to the average response rate of the other centres. 
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For three of the four jails the survey distribution and collection appear to have occurred 

as intended, I received back the same box of surveys I sent out with the completed surveys 

inside.   The response rates compare favourably to the large-scale validation study of the English 

EssenCES instrument by Tonkin et al. (2011) in the United Kingdom that had a response rate of 

36%.    It is not apparently obvious what contributed to the overall high response rate.  It may 

have been due to there being a financial reward, the novelty of a survey being conducted within 

BC Corrections, or possibly the indication of interest from an outside party.  Payments were 

processed for all discernable CS numbers.  A few of the responses included numbers that were 

not able to be lined up with any inmate, due to either the inmate writing their number wrong or it 

not being possible to read their handwriting.  The response rate for NFPC was considerably 

lower than the others.  This low response rate may be dismissed by taking into consideration the 

270 returned surveys, but there is no way to be sure of why this occurred.  Other possible 

explanations include that this may have been due to the large size of the jail requiring a larger 

effort by staff, or perhaps due to an unknown unique attribute of this centre.  Also of note is that 

NFPC took the longest to return surveys, although it is not known what caused the delay and 

whether this delay was related to the undelivered surveys or the response rate. 

The fourth jail, Ford Mountain Correctional Centre (FMCC), represents a number of 

inconsistencies in the data collection process.  PREv had sent out an introduction email to all 

centres appraising them of the upcoming project.   FMCC took this information and performed 

the survey themselves with the low-resolution copy of the EssenCES original survey included by 

PREv, in this introduction.  FMCC took this survey and handwrote the demographic questions on 

the page (Appendix C).  They did not include the questions about Population status or Remand 

versus Sentence as the entire jail is Protective Custody and Sentenced.  FMCC also did not have 
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my cover sheet at this time and as such, it was not included.  I was, however, assured in personal 

correspondence that it had been made clear that participation was voluntary.  Inmates were 

accordingly not made aware of the scope of the project or the reimbursement program.  Despite 

these differences, the response rate was very high, with 64 out of 92 inmates completing the 

survey.   

In discussion with my research committee regarding these discrepancies, it was decided 

that although the wording was slightly different it was acceptable to move forward with it as long 

as the differences were made clear in the analysis.  The committee included in this process the 

fact that it was still a five-point Likert-Scale, and that all the relevant demographics were 

included.  The other difference in the survey was the wording of question 15, as mentioned 

above, which was also deemed to not be ideal, but acceptable. 

Setting 

British Columbia Corrections Adult Custody Division (ACD) is responsible for the 

custody of all inmates in BC who are either remanded (awaiting trial) or have been sentenced to 

less than two years.  ACD aims to provide “safe and secure custody” with a focus on “protecting 

communities and reducing reoffending,” (British Columbia Corrections [BCC], 2013).  The 

average provincial warm body count is 2,600 divided among ten centres.  These centres have a 

number of unique mandates, and the four jails selected represent these differences as well as 

covering much of the geographic diversity of BC. 

Within the ACD there are a few primary divisions of the inmate population.  The first, 

population status, establishes who is General Population (GP) and who is Protective Custody 

(PC).  As a rule, all inmates start as GP inmates, aside from those accused of sexual offences who 

are usually classified directly to PC status.  Inmates are re-classified from GP to PC usually as 
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the result of negative peer relationships.  An inmate may get in a series of fights, seemingly 

unable to get along with anyone in GP, or they may get in one fight and decide they don’t want to 

go back to GP.  Inmates may also be classified to PC after being labelled a ‘rat’ (a ‘rat’ in jail 

parlance is someone who talks to police or jail staff, providing information that could incriminate 

someone else).    

The other primary division is security rating.  Within the ACD jails are either secure or 

medium, with a few of the secure jails having open security units.  Within this study no open 

custody units were surveyed, although some of the respondents would have been rated open.  All 

remanded inmates in the ACD are held in secure units.  After being sentenced inmates that are 

given a sentence of less than two years are re-assessed to determine if they could be placed in a 

lower security setting (BCC, 2013).  This decision is made by evaluating institutional behaviour 

and outside charges, with a direct focus on protecting society (BCC, 2013). 

KRCC. Kamloops Regional Correctional Centre, built in 1989 and expanded in 2008, 

was chosen as it is a mixed sentence and remand facility (BCC, 2013). This means that in any 

given area of the jail there is likely to be both remanded and sentenced inmates mixed together.  

KRCC is also a mixed security centre ranging from open to maximum security. The open 

security unit is a unique program known as Dufferin House, although this unit closed just before 

the survey was distributed.  Dufferin House had held open security inmates who were frequently 

in the community doing various working projects.  As a regional centre, Kamloops is responsible 

for almost all the inmates from the BC interior, although after this study was completed a new 

jail has been opened approximately a three-hour drive away that will likely share some of this 

load. 
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FMCC.  Ford Mountain Correctional Centre is a small facility that was built in 1981 

(BCC, 2013).  FMCC houses approximately 100 inmates.  All inmates are sentenced and have 

been designated with protective custody status.  The focus of this centre is primarily on sexual 

offenders as well as inmates with mental health needs (Throness, 2014).  FMCC is a medium-

security centre with inmates participating in various programs, with particular focus on sexual 

offender rehabilitation and tasks, such as wood chopping and millwork.  FMCC is also located in 

a unique setting, nestled in a picturesque and forested valley, and is a 15-20 minute drive from 

Chilliwack, BC. 

NCC. Nanaimo Correctional Centre is also a small sentenced only facility, housing 

approximately 130 inmates, but with a different focus.  It is also located in a beautiful, natural 

setting, built on the shores of Brannen Lake in 1953 (BCC, 2013).  NCC is the only centre in BC 

that includes a therapeutic community, Guthrie House (GTC).  GTC was initiated in 2006 to 

focus on helping inmates with drug and alcohol addictions issues in a holistic way (Gress & 

Arabsky, 2010).  All inmates at NCC must participate on one of a number of different work 

crews, covering such jobs as roadside cleanup and repairing water hoses for forest firefighters.  

As a medium security facility, NCC has inmates working in the community on projects that have 

the dual benefit of allowing the inmates to give back to society and to gain skills that can 

contribute to their personal employability.   

NFPC. North Fraser Pretrial Centre is a secure remand facility, located within the Greater 

Vancouver urban area.  It was built in 2001 and as such is the most modern jail of the four 

surveyed (BCC, 2013).  As a remand only facility, all inmates are moved to another facility 

within a few weeks when they are sentenced.  NFPC is also the largest of the four jails surveyed, 

having a warm body count higher than the rest of the jails in this project combined (n = 513). 
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Data Processing 

Once the surveys started coming back, the data were imputed into IBM SPSS Statistics 

version 24.  All data were imputed into two different datasheets on separate occasions in order to 

check for the accuracy of the data entry.  All discrepancies were checked against the originals 

and corrected.  Missing data in demographics were mostly left missing except where it could be 

determined what the appropriate answer was.  For instance, if the inmate indicated he was in a 

unit that consists solely of GP inmates and did not indicate his population status, then GP was 

imputed, or if the inmate was at a sentenced facility and did not indicate his sentence status also 

imputed.  The reverse was not done to inmates at NFPC as it is possible to be sentenced and still 

remain at the facility.  After this processing was completed there were 30 individuals missing at 

least one point of demographic data (8.1% of the case), and this represented less than three 

percent of the total demographic data: Accordingly, none of the individual responses were 

removed.  The majority of the missing data was observed in the ethnicity question, with (n = 29) 

cases having no data.  The next largest variable with missing data was sentence status (n = 13) 

and education (n = 10).   

Missing data in the survey responses were handled differently. Within the Essen Climate 

Evaluation Schema (EssenCES) survey directions, if one variable within a subscale was missing 

then the mean for the other four scores could be recorded in its place; however, if more than one 

variable within a subscale was missing then the subscale should be left missing (Tonkin, 

2016).   Before substituting mean scores, (n = 46, 12.5%) of participants had one or more 

missing values in their data and after the substituting means where possible, only (n = 7, 1.9%) 

were left with some missing data. These seven participants could not be used in total scale scores 

due to containing too many missing data points, but they were included in the analysis of the 
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demographic variables.  Within the missing data lines (n = 2) of the participants had not 

answered any of the questions, while (n = 5) lines contained some answers: (n = 2) had 

insufficient data for the Inmate Cohesion (IC) subscale, and (n = 3) had insufficient data for Hold 

and Support (HS).  It was determined by further analysis of the demographic responses that these 

individuals made up a heterogeneous set, with no discernable patterns in their demographics, and 

as such their input would not have had a significant impact on the data analysis. 

Participants.  Individual demographics included age, ethnicity, level of education, jail 

status, current time incarcerated and number of previous times in jail.  All participants were male 

and ranged in ages from 18 to 75 years (M = 36.91; SD = 10.69).  The mean age did not 

significantly differ by jail (F (3, 360) = 1.05, p = .37).   In terms of jail status (n = 168) inmates 

were General Population (GP) and (n = 197) Protective Custody (PC), while (n = 4) had not 

indicated their status.  As mentioned earlier, the division of remand and sentence inmates was 

largely impacted by which institution the inmates were incarcerated.  Overall there were (n = 

175) inmates who indicated they were sentenced, (n = 171) remanded, (n = 10) who stated they 

were both (dual status), and (n = 13) who had not answered the question.  Sentence status was 

one of the few demographics I was able to compare to published BC Corrections data.  In the 

white paper (BCC, 2013), BCC reported minor fluctuations over the five reported years with 

their numbers consistently maintaining a near 50/50 split between sentence and remand inmates, 

which lines up very closely with this projects collected data. 

Ethnicity.  On the survey, inmates were asked to write in their race/ethnicity, and the 

inmates indicated 23 unique identities.  After grouping together responses with less than 5 

individuals into ‘mixed/other’ as well as combining ‘black’ and ‘mulatto’ into one group there 

were five groups,  with ‘white’ being by far the most represented, followed by ‘first nations,’ 
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‘mixed/other,’ ‘metis,’ and ‘black/mulatto’ (see Table 2).  Mulatto is a term used by some people 

of mixed black and white ethnicity.  A chi-square analysis indicated no jail was significantly 

unique (X2 (12, N = 340) = 9.71, p = .64).   

Table 2 

Inmate Reported Ethnicity by Jail 

 
     

Jail White First 
Nations 

Mixed/ 
Other 

Metis Black/ 
Mulatto 

Kamloops Regional  

Correctional Centre (KRCC) 

69 20 11 4 2 

Ford Mountain  

Correctional Centre (FMCC) 

36 12 9 4 0 

Nanaimo  

Correctional Centre (NCC) 

44 16 6 1 3 

North Fraser  

Pre-Trial Centre (NFPC) 

59 20 18 3 3 

Totals (with percentages) 208 (56.4) 68 (18.4) 44 (11.9) 12 (3.3) 8 (2.2) 

 Note.  Ethnicities were written in by inmates, any ethnicity that had less than five inmates 

selecting it were placed in Mixed Other, as were inmates who stated more than one ethnicity.  

Metis was left as Metis as that was how people self-identified.  There were (n = 29) who did not 

respond to this question. 

Other Demographics.  Education level was selected from four options, ‘some school,’ 

‘graduated high school,’ ‘some college,’ and ‘college graduate or more.’  The largest group of 

inmates were those that had not completed high school (n = 155 or 42%), and this was followed 

by people who had graduated high school but had not completed any further schooling (n = 111 

or 30%).  The remainder had either done some college (n = 63 or 17%) or graduated from 

college (n = 30 or 8%). 
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Inmates were also asked how long they had been in during this incarceration.  In 

processing the alternate form from FMCC it was noted that the inmates were able to write in the 

length of time instead of selecting one of five options, this appeared to lead the inmates to write 

in their sentence length instead of their length of stay to this point.  In turn, this observation 

allowed for the fact that the question was could have been better worded and any sentenced 

inmate may have taken this question to refer to their sentence length.  All analyses on this 

variable should be interpreted with caution.   

The largest group for incarceration length overall was 1-3 months, with less than a month 

being the smallest, although the distribution was quite even across the scale.  BCC (2013) 

reported that on average an inmate on remand only stayed in prison for 35.8 days between 2008 

and 2013.   The report also stated that for sentenced inmates the average incarceration was only 

69.8 days.  My demographics show 77% (n = 131) sentenced inmates indicate they have, or 

perhaps will have, been incarcerated for longer than four months, while 81% (n = 138) of 

remanded inmates had been in for longer than one month.  This statistic shows dramatically 

higher numbers than the reported previous five-year average of BCC.  This may have been partly 

due to the above-mentioned problem in the question, but this does not appear to explain the 

difference satisfactorily.  This may also be due to extremely short-term stay inmates (less than 7 

days), who may not have been able to participate in this study, being included in the BCC 

numbers. 

The last demographic variable was in regards to the number of previous incarcerations.  

Nearly half (n = 158, or 44%) of all respondents indicated that they had been in jail seven or 

more times previously.  FMCC had by far the highest percentage of inmates (n = 34, 55%) who 
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were incarcerated for the first time.  The three other institution’s statistics were dominated by 

those who had been in at least seven times before as seen in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Number of previous incarcerations per inmate by jail. 

Results 

The goal of the data analyses was to test if the EssenCES instrument itself represents an 

effective tool to understand the social climate of jails in BC and therefore if it has the potential to 

frame a new understanding of the conflict environment.  The next level of analysis will now 

examine the survey results, starting with an  overarching analysis, comparing each jail with the 

entire scale, and then moving to the subscales.  The final observation will study the interactions 

between the other demographics and the entire scale and subscales. 

Descriptive Statistics 

The first step was to compare the total mean for the EssenCES scale for each jail.  This 

analysis led to an early observation that carried through a lot of the different statistical analyses -
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- that although four jails were studied, in many ways the data comes out in two sets of pairs.  

NCC and FMCC were frequently similar, while NFPC and KRCC were also often closely 

related.  The two sentence facilities, NCC (M = 34.02; SD = 9.73) and FMCC (M = 35.38; SD = 

7.39), were higher in their total EssenCES assessment than the remand facility, NFPC (M = 

24.40; SD = 8.43) and the mixed centre, KRCC (M = 26.02; SD = 9.31). 

A one-way ANOVA analysis with a Bonferroni adjustment on the differences between 

jails based on their total scale assessment confirmed that the differences were, in fact, 

meaningful (F (3, 358) = 33.12, p < .001).  The Bonferroni adjustment also showed that the 

relationship between KRCC and NFPC was not significantly different, nor were NCC and 

FMCC (p > .999).  The Bonferroni adjusted total also confirmed that NCC and FMCC are each 

significantly different from both KRCC and NFPC (p < .001).  The effect size for the difference 

between the paired jails was calculated to be ω = .46, which is between a medium and large 

effect size (Field, 2009). 

Subscales 

While the entire EssenCES scale gives general information, the subscales have the 

potential to give detailed information, providing the insight necessary to intentionally and 

specifically frame a conflict engagement strategy.  It was interesting to note that mean subscale 

totals varied both within the centres and between the centres (see Figure 2 and Appendix E).  For 

three of the four jails (KRCC, NCC, NFPC) the lowest subscale was Hold and Support (HS), 

while the highest subscale for all three of these jails was Inmates Cohesion (IC).  FMCC’s lowest 

scale was IC and its highest was Experienced Safety (ES). 
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Figure 2. Essen Climate Evaluation Schema subscales by jail. 

T Tests on Binary Variables 

Two t tests were performed to explore whether sentence status or population status had 

significant impacts on the total EssenCES scale.  These tests were then compared against the 

subscales to examine if any further differences could be found. 

Sentence Status. An independent samples t test assessing the impact of sentence status 

against total EssenCES assessments showed that remanded inmates (M = 24.80, SD = 8.37) have 

a more negative perception of their social climate than do sentenced inmates (M = 33.25, SD = 

9.56), t (337) = -8.65, p < .001, representing a large effect, d = .94.  Sentence status, although 

had no significant effect when examing each jail individually.   Two jails (NCC, and FMCC) had 

no remanded inmates and the assessments were no longer significant at either KRCC or NFPC. 

The pattern remains quite consistent for each of the EssenCES subscales (see Figure 3).  

For the HS subscale remanded inmates perceive lower levels of therapeutic support (M = 6.93, 
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SD = 3.61) than sentenced inmates (M = 10.50, SD = 3.76); t (339) = -8.95, p < .001, d = .97.  In 

terms of ES, remanded inmates reported a lower experience of safety (M = 8.24, SD = 3.54) than 

sentenced inmates (M = 11.49, SD = 4.43), t (342) = -7.51, p < .001, d = .81.  And finally for the 

IC scale, remanded inmates indicated they felt less a part of their peer group (M = 9.75, SD = 

4.12) than sentenced inmates (M = 11.25, SD = 4.10), t (340) = -3.36, p < .001, d = .36.  While 

the results of the IC test are clearly still significant the effect size has dropped considerably, 

showing that the sentence status effect is more clearly experienced on HS and ES. 

 

Figure 3. Essen Climate Evaluation Schema subscales by sentence status. 

It was not possible to run an analysis on sentence status by jail as the numbers could not 

support statistical tests.  Two of the jails, FMCC and NCC, had no remanded inmates and NFPC 
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sentenced inmates (n = 171) only being slightly lower number than remanded inmates (n = 175), 

but the populations at the different centres make this interaction untestable at the jail level. 

Population Status.  The population status EssenCES totals varied by jail (see Figure 4).  

An independent samples t test for population status indicated that the General Population (GP) 

inmates (M = 29.87, SD = 9.26) had a slightly significantly higher, perception of the whole social 

climate, than the Protective Custody (PC) inmates (M = 27.76, SD = 10.20), t (356) = 2.03, p 

< .05, d = .22.  Running the t test by jail the results showed some new distinctions.  Once again 

FMCC is not included as it is exclusively PC, although it is interesting to note that the perceived 

social climate at FMCC is higher than the GP’s at the other centres (M = 34.30, SD = 7.39).  In 

all the three other centres, the GP population indicated higher impressions of social climate than 

the PC, although the difference at NCC was not significant.  At KRCC GP’s (M = 28.90, SD = 

9.16) had a much higher experience of social climate than the PC’s (M = 22.67, SD = 8.24), t 

(112) = 3.78, p< .05), d = .72.  A similar pattern was seen at NFPC where GP’s (M = 26.88, SD = 

7.43) also indicated a higher perception than the PC’s (M = 22.23, SD = 8.79), t (108) = 2.98, 

p< .05, d = .57. 
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*Note. FMCC only has a Protective Custody population  

Figure 4. Essen Climate Evaluation Schema by jail and population status. 

The next analysis was to run the population status against the subscales.  It was 

interesting to uncover that only IC maintained a significant difference (GP: M = 11.31, SD = 

4.18) (PC: M = 9.66, SD = 3.92), t (359) = 3.86, p = < .05, d = .41.  ES was nearly identical 

between the two status’ and the HS subscale was also very closely evaluated.  Another t test was 

then run to examine the effect each centre had, versus the sentence status effect, especially 

keeping in mind the impact of FMCC assessments on the total numbers.  On HS and IC only 

KRCC reported a statistical difference in inmate perception, with the GP inmates having the 

higher one.  On ES it was only NFPC that had a significant difference in terms of experienced 

safety, again in favour of the GP’s. 

A two-way ANOVA was run to explore perceptions of Prison Climate according to 
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inmates.  Main effects revealed that perceptions were significantly different across the jails, F (2, 

289) = 21.43, p < .001, partial η2 = .129, as is represented in Figure 3.   A main effect was also 

observed for population status, (F (1, 289) = 15.71, p < .001, partial η2 = .05, such that those in 

the general population had significantly better perceptions than did those in protective custody. 

However, the interaction between these two variables was not significant, indicating that the 

influence of population status on perceptions did not significantly differ among the jails, (F (2, 

289) = 1.21, p = .301, partial η2 = .008.  This test was also run by subscale, and no significant 

findings were found.  This lack of a significant interaction leads to the conclusion that jails and 

population status both have an independent influence on inmates’ perception of the social 

climate. 

Current Time Incarcerated. The time an inmate reported being in jail was investigated 

for its impact on his perception of the total social climate.  An ANOVA test determined that 

current time in jail was not a significant influence on social climate (F (4, 139) = 1.69, p = .15) 

for the data set as a whole; however, when examining the data set by jail, unique patterns were 

discovered1.  For two jails the results were significant, with perceptions getting lower for inmates 

who indicated longer stays, KRCC (F (4, 108) = 3.78, p = .006) and FMCC (F (4, 56) = 2.99, p 

= .026).  The result for NCC was also significant (F (4, 66) = 3.27, p = .017) but the data trended 

in the opposite direction, with the impressions increasing for inmates with longer stays.  NFPC 

climate evaluations had minimal change but no general trend (F(4, 104) = 1.11, p = .356).  
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Figure 5. Essen Climate Evaluation Schema by jail and current time incarcerated. 

Number of Times Incarcerated.  The impact of the number of previous incarcerations 

had no effect on the inmates’ total EssenCES assessment for the whole data set (F (3, 350) 

= .463, p = .71).  A one-way ANOVA was then conducted to determine if the results remained 

insignificant when looking at each jail individually.  The results were significant for two of the 

jails, KRCC and NFPC, while the remaining were not (see mean totals in Figure 5).  For KRCC, 

the effect of the number of times an inmate was incarcerated had a consistent influence causing 

more positive experiences as the numbers increased, F (3, 109) = 2.79, p < .05, � = .21.  For 

NFPC the pattern was linear and increasing for the first three options for previous incarcerations 

but then decreased to the lowest value for the last one, F (3, 105) = 4.02, p < .05, ω = .28. 
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Figure 6. Total Essen Climate Evaluation Schema by jail and number of incarcerations. 

Units.  One of the goals of this study was to detect differences between units.  

Unfortunately, it was not possible to compare all units at all the jails as a number of the units did 

not have enough respondents to make a reliable comparison.  An analysis of units was still run to 

explore patterns of differences between units, even if further study is needed to make any 
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units by jail for the three subscales. Appendix E has total EssenCES and response rate by unit.   

In the overarching analysis between units, it is clear to observe that units may impact 

individuals’ perceptions of the social climate.  This was established by running an one-way 
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= 2.57, p = .04, ŋ2 = .19, and NFPC, F (10, 99) = 2.01, p = .04, ŋ2 = .17 all showed a significant 

result for unit by jail.  While these effect sizes are not large, they do highlight that units have a 

unique impact on the perception of social climate, and therefore represent key opportunities for 

intentional conflict engagement.   

The impact of the unit variable appears even stronger when applied to the subscales as 

portrayed in Table 3.  This level of analysis provides very interesting insight into the differences 

between units, although it is necessary to keep in mind that not all units had sufficient response 

rates to make conclusions.  At KRCC and NCC a significant effect was found with two 

subscales, IC and HS and the individual units.  At NFPC the effect of units only had a significant 

relationship with the inmates’ perception of ES, while at FMCC the relationship was only 

significant for HS.   

Table 3 

Effect of Units by Jails on EssenCES Subscales 

Jail Experienced Safety 

 

Inmate Cohesion 

 

Hold and Support 

 

Kamloops Regional 
Correctional Centre 

F(9, 108)=1.59, p=.43 F(9, 108)=1.97, p=.05 F(9, 106)=2.96, p=.004 

Ford Mountain  
Correctional Centre 

F(5, 54)=.88, p=.50 F(5, 54)=1.92, p=.11 F(5, 54)=8.35, p<.001 

Nanaimo 
Correctional Centre 

F(2, 71)=2.30, p=..11 F(2,70)=6.55, p=.002 F(2, 70)=7.73, p=.001 

North Fraser 
Pre-trial Centre 

F(10, 100)=2.34, p=..016 F(10, 99)=1.46, p=.17 F(10, 100)=.99, p=.45 

 

Note: EssenCES = Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (Schalast et al., 2008) 

 

Discussion 

This study set out to explore prison climate, to explore the interplay between the 

EssenCES tool and a number of variables in an effort to frame new insight into prison conflict 
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management.  The goal was in line with Liebling’s (2015) statement about the goal of doing 

prison research that stated  

none of this would have been possible if we had set out to conduct the research in a way 

that would 'lead to policy advice'.  We were not expert enough.  Getting the 

description right -- grasping the 'shape' of the situation -- was 'all' we had to do in order to 

stimulate dialogue, and some change. (p. 28, emphasis in original) 

The results found in this study are a glimpse into the ‘shape of the situation’ in four jails in 

British Columbia, from someone like Liebling, who is ‘not expert enough.’  Throughout this 

discussion section the goal will be to present the results in such a manner that enables dialogue, 

and from there possibly become a part of the fuel for future efforts to improve social climate. 

The results of this study have shown that certain variables appear to have significant roles 

to play in social climate while others do not appear to affect it.  It was also noted that there was 

substantial variety in the patterns both amongst and within the jails.  This discussion will start 

with a brief review of the implications of this study from the perspective of conflict 

management; then it will flow into a discussion organized and structured on the core findings and 

finally go over the limitations of this research.  The purpose of this is to get the description right 

(Liebling, 2015) and to accurately assess the conflict environment within the Adult Custody 

Branch (ACD) of British Columbia Corrections (BCC). 

Conflict Management Implications 

All conflict engagement must keep in mind the basic tenets of understanding needs, 

cultural fluency, power, and systems thinking.  The results of the Essen Climate Evaluation 

Schema (EssenCES) survey provide several key distinctions in the environments of these jails 

that can be used for framing this conflict.  These insights allow for an understanding that has the 
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potential for inmates and staff to address the conflict not as each other, but as the need to 

improve the level of therapeutic support (HS), group cohesiveness (IC), or experienced safety 

(ES).  The goal then is not primarily to change the other, but instead to increase the levels of the 

perceived climate.  This framing could have large implications for both inmates and staff, but by 

starting with a mutual goal, it may be possible to diversify the discussion and find new solutions.   

The goal of using EssenCES is not to evaluate staff or even rank one jail as better than 

another (Tonkin & Schalast, 2016).  Instead, the goal is to dig below what is readily apparent and 

gain a new understanding of the existing climate.  After a discussion of the differences and 

interactions between social climate and the variables, there will be brief sections on potential 

interventions.  These ideas are not recommendations and should not be treated as such.  They are 

stated for theoretical purposes only, to allow for the reader to understand the connection between 

social climate assessments and conflict engagement.  It is important to remain cognizant of the 

reality that while these suggestions have their empirical roots in the robust data of this project 

and the already established academic literature, they are only theoretical and listed for academic 

purposes. 

It is also repeated here that I have not visited these jails and as such, I have no knowledge 

of past or present practice.  It is entirely possible that my suggested potential interventions come 

short on a number of levels.  The suggestions offered do not contain any understanding of the 

jails beyond the survey, and any intervention should be well researched and able to create a plan 

that is informed by the entire context (Edgar, 2015; Gadon, Johnstone, & Cooke, 2006).  For any 

conflict management strategy to be successful, it must include dialogue and feedback (Mayer, 

2009; McKinney & Cotronea, 2011; Rahim, 2010; Swenson & Rigioni, 1999).  It is these 

feedback loops that provide the ability to not only hear what people are saying, but also to 
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comprehend the dynamics of what is happening, are things working, getting worse, or possibly 

simply being ignored. 

Sentence Status 

The first variable to be discussed is sentence status.  This primary dividing line among 

inmates had a large effect on those who were surveyed.  This experience was very apparent at the 

two sentenced facilities, NCC and FMCC.  It was also interesting to note that the sentenced 

inmates at KRCC did not show a significantly higher perception of the social climate. 

The social climate at provincially sentenced institutions appears to benefit from a number 

of factors.  A major factor is likely that inmates have sentences of less than two years.  This 

means that when including earned remission, an inmate is only likely to have to serve two-thirds 

of that sentence for a maximum of 16 months, with most sentences being well below that 

threshold.  Sentenced jails are also typically focused on keeping inmates occupied with various 

work programs and rehabilitative programs (BCC, 2013).  Finally, sentenced jails may benefit 

from not having to deal with court movements or as high rate of a rate of turnover that is typical 

at remand centres. 

It would appear that the impact of being sentenced has a direct positive effect on the 

individual, as is evident from their more optimistic assessment of their jail climate (Casey, Day, 

& Reynolds, 2016).  This assessment may be possibly due to the relief from the stress of not 

knowing if one is going to be found guilty and how long one might have to serve.  It is also 

possible that the difference is due to the change in population composition from remanded status 

to sentenced status, as only those who are sentenced to less than two years stay in provincial 

custody.  The impact of only housing provincially sentenced inmates means that those who have 

long-term sentences for more serious crimes, from two years up to life sentences, are no longer a 
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part of this population.  No statistics were found on of the number of provincially remanded 

inmates that go on to federal custody.  Whatever the individual reasons, the effect of being 

sentenced appears to have a large impact on the perception of social climate, especially on the ES 

and HS scales, which show significantly higher numbers.  It also appears that this effect is most 

evident when the inmate is at an exclusively sentenced facility.   

Potential Interventions.  This variable is difficult to address with any potential 

interventions as it is not controllable by the jail.  The one possible effort that could be made is to 

try to emulate the benefits of a sentenced facility within the mixed centres.  These efforts could 

include creating one or more exclusively sentenced units.  These units could be given some of 

the same structure as sentenced facilities with more opportunities for work and a higher presence 

for correctional officers to help with release planning.   

A direct consequence of this type of action would be creating units with all remanded 

inmates.  As can be seen from this study remanded inmates have a lower experience of all the 

subscales, and as such, it may be beneficial to attempt to find more opportunities for remanded 

inmates to deal with their stress.  In the recently adopted United Nations resolution on prisoners, 

United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (2016), also known as 

‘The Nelson Mandela Rules,’ it is recommended that remanded inmates be treated as not guilty, 

as they have not yet been found guilty.  The resolution goes so far as to recommend different 

colours of clothing (Rule 115) and that they are kept separate from sentenced inmates (Rule 112).  

Efforts made to differentiate and improve the conditions of the remanded inmate may allow for 

an improved social climate, decreasing the sentence status gap.  It may be possible by making a 

simple but clear distinction between remanded and sentenced inmates, particularly in mixed 

centres, that new and creative ways to respond to the needs of this population may be found. 
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Population Status 

The next major variable to show significant results was population status.  Population 

status is a tool used by jails in British Columbia to keep inmates safe and to allow for efficient 

operations.  Inmates are classified as either general population (GP) or protective custody (PC).  

GP is the default designation with PC being either chosen voluntarily or imposed on an inmate 

for safety reasons.  It was interesting to understand from the two-way ANOVA, that an inmate’s 

jail and population status both made a significant impact on the inmate’s perception of social 

climate, but this difference was independent.  This observation suggests that efforts to address 

the impact of the effect of population status need to be done centre by centre.  The primary 

observation was that GP’s have a higher perception of social climate, although this was 

contradicted by FMCC, the only all PC jail, which had the highest overall reported perceptions.   

The discussion of this impact will cover the different impacts this status has in the different jails. 

GP Superiority at KRCC and NFPC.  All of the jails with both populations showed 

higher social climate perceptions from the GP’s (see Figure 3).  KRCC had the largest effect, 

followed by NFPC, while NCC did not show a significant difference.   The first effort to 

understand the reasons for the high GP experience focused on looking at the other demographic 

variables that were assessed in this survey.  In all of these variables GP’s and PC’s do not 

significantly differ in regards to any of them.  This lack of separation leads to the observation 

that if GP’s and PC’s do not apparently represent different types of inmates, aside from sexual 

offenders at FMCC, then whatever is causing the difference should be able to be addressed.  This 

may allude back to the debate of importation versus deprivation (Irwin & Cressey, 1962).  It 

appears plausible for inmates at KRCC and NFPC that part of the cause for the differences in 
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perception of social climate may be due to the institutional response to the GP and PC label, 

although further research is needed to determine this.     

It is also interesting to observe from the data that at KRCC the higher perception of social 

climate by GP’s was mostly found in the IC and HS scales, while at NFPC the difference was 

observed in the ES subscale.  This level of detailed information could be used by a jail to inform 

its practice.   

Potential Interventions at KRCC and NFPC.  Efforts to address the disparity that 

population status has at KRCC could be focused on the PC units with a focus on HS and IC 

subscales.  This could be done by trying to assess if any differences appear between the GP and 

PC units that are not apparent in this survey.  HS could be addressed by first checking if there a 

different amount of programming or work available for PC’s, or perhaps the inmates receive 

different levels of recreation time?  These types of programs and periods of recreation have been 

shown to have a positive impact on inmates (Brosens, De Donder, Dury, & Verté, 2016; Dhami, 

Ayton & Loewenstein, 2007).  It may also be that there are times when institutional security 

requirements force PC’s to wait or to be moved separately from GP inmates.  This kind of 

reinforcement of second class status could potentially work towards devaluing the inmates and 

lead them to believe that the institution does not have a credible interest in their rehabilitation 

(Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell, & Naples, 2004).  Hold and Support may also be improved by creating 

opportunities for staff and inmates to interact in different settings. This could be achieved by 

setting up a program that would allow for staff and PC inmates to work alongside each other, 

fostering an improved understanding of each other.  This kind of understanding could go a long 

way to help the inmates believe that the officers both know them and are invested in helping 

them.  Lafferty et al. (2016) noted that inmates quickly state they cannot trust any authority 
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figure in prison, but when individual positions or persons are discussed inmates do say they can 

trust officers that they have worked with, or from whom they have directly received instruction. 

A conflict-centred approach to address the lower experience of Inmate Cohesion amongst 

PC inmates at KRCC could focus on understanding the needs of PC inmates for relatedness.  

Self-Determination Theory (Deci & Ryan, 2000) postulates that people need to feel a need to be 

a part of something for them to be motivated to change.  Inmates whose identity is at least in part 

been based on who they no longer are, they no longer GP’s, may have a difficulty feeling a part 

of something new.   

Some small steps could be done to improve IC across all units by hosting small 

tournaments on long weekends around whatever games are readily available; jails often have 

either ping pong, pool tables, or other such games on the units.  Any potential activity that can 

allow for inmates to take their gaze off their personal troubles, and to see their peers as potential 

positive resources could lead to increased IC assessments (Edgar, 2015).  Jails are often 

criticized as schools for criminals, places where individuals are socialized deeper into the 

criminal subculture (Gendreau, Cullen, & Goggin, 1999), but it is also noted that when inmates 

feel a part of their peer group they are more likely to have positive experiences with programs 

and staff interactions (Casey, Day & Reynolds, 2016; Harding, 2014; Schalast, 2016) 

Experienced Safety is more closely aligned with traditional discussions on jail 

management.  It is interesting to note here though that it was only at NFPC that there was a 

significant difference between the GP and PC experience.  More study is required to try and 

understand this difference at NFPC, but the population status factors mentioned above may also 

play into this subscale as well.  This effect may be due to GP inmates believing they are the 

‘higher order’ inmates and therefore concluding they would not be the victims of violence.  
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Casey, Day, and Reynolds (2016) studied the impact of protective custody status in an Australian 

prison that had a whole jail therapeutic mandate.  Their findings aligned with the results from 

NFPC, with PC inmates experiencing a much lower perception of safety.  It would also be 

interesting to investigate if there are differing levels of violence and/or institutional disorder to 

explain this difference, or if it is more a matter of perception.  It is understood that most PC 

inmates were at one time GP, so this sense of loss of status, which may have been due to a 

violent assault, may reinforce a victim mentality that is hard to overcome. 

One of the initial purposes of protective custody was to protect sexual offenders 

(Henderson, 1990).  The implications of working with sexual offenders are listed below, but this 

factor is briefly noted here to discuss that it is not only sexual offenders in PC.  There are a 

number of inmates who are in PC due to losing a fight or a drug debt.  These inmates often still 

feel allegiance to the ‘inmate code’ (Faulkner & Faulkner, 1997; Ricciardelli, 2014), and as such, 

may feel it is part of their duty as ‘solid’ inmates to assault sexual offenders (Ricciardelli, 2015).  

This grouping of non-sexual offenders and sexual offenders into units as PC inmates may 

contribute to the lower levels of perceived safety. 

FMCC: Where the PC’s are the GP’s.  This effect of the GP’s being the ‘higher order’ 

inmate is clearly going to be impacted once a jail no longer has any GP inmates, such as is the 

case at FMCC.  Although this requires further study, and likely in-depth interviewing, it seems 

plausible to suggest that the PC’s at FMCC function in that jail context as GP’s, as the ‘higher 

order’ inmates.  This aligns with conclusions by both Ievins and Crewe (2015) and Woessner and 

Schwedler (2014).  Woessner and Schwedler also stated in their conclusion that “it seems 

sensible (in particular for sexual offenders) to separate therapeutic facilities from mainstream 
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prisons,” (p. 876).  The social climate at FMCC appears to benefit from this separation from the 

General Population. 

It is postulated that this benefit is derived by having no ‘other’ to compare themselves 

against constantly.  This lines up with labelling theory which shows that people will respond to 

what they are called or grouped as (Becker, 1963; Maruna, Lebel, Mitchell, & Naples, 2004; 

Scott, 2015; Worral & Morris, 2011).  When inmates are no longer protected, and segregated 

from, or seen as lesser than another population, then they may be able to perceive themselves as 

worthy of rehabilitation.  If true, this could go a long way to explain why inmates at FMCC have 

a much higher impression of social climate than the GP inmates at other institutions.  

Sexual Offender Focus.  The next unique factor to discuss for population status at 

FMCC is to unpack the reason all inmates are PC there, the primary mandate for FMCC is to 

house and treat sexual offenders.  Sexual offenders are seen within the jail culture as the lowest 

of inmates, and as such are often in danger from the general population (Wills, 2014; Faulkner & 

Faulkner, 1997; Ievins & Crewe, 2015).  Ievins and Crewe (2015) researched a prison in England 

dedicated to accommodating sexual offenders.  One participant in that study was quoted as 

saying, “I mean, apart from the fact we’re sex offenders, we’re, we’re almost normal people,” (p. 

493).  This article discussed how the jail was less violent, more accepting than mainstream ones.  

This appears to be parallel with this study’s observations, that at FMCC prisoners have had to 

reset the scale and that subsequently, the need to use violence to enforce the hierarchy of crime is 

not present.  The much higher Experience Safety (ES) evaluation at FMCC than the other jails 

directly reflects this concept.   

It is also interesting to observe the parallel with the lower Inmate Cohesion (IC) total, as 

Ievins and Crewe (2015) also relayed the constant tension of, “the lack of trust within prison and 
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by prisoners’ own imported moral judgement of the other sex offenders with whom they were 

accommodated,” (p. 483).  Without trust, IC cannot be established.  It appears that although 

sexual offenders are more willing to passively accept one another, eschewing the myth of 

redemptive violence as a response to their fellow inmates’ crimes, they still struggle to trust each 

other, potentially not knowing or accepting what each other has done. 

Potential Interventions at FMCC.  The lowest scale at FMCC was Inmate Cohesion.  

As discussed above this may be for any number of reasons including the nature of clientele of the 

jail.  Potential interventions could include efforts to bring in programs to build a sense of unity 

amongst the inmates.  At times, jails may be concerned about having a strong and cohesive 

inmate population, but studies have shown that a strong community can lead to lower rates of 

victimization and disorder in general (Edgar, 2005, Tonkin, 2015; Wener, 2012).  Therapeutic 

jails often include democratic practices to try and elevate the inmates, empowering them to work 

together and not simply reply to the direction of the centre (Casey, Day, & Reynolds, 2016; 

Dietz, O’Connel, & Scarpitti, 2003; Toch, 2016).  It is conceivable that the medium security 

population at FMCC would be a good fit for this type of program if it is not already in place. 

Current Time Incarcerated 

The length of time an inmate has been in jail did not appear to have a significant impact 

on two of the four jails studied. This variable is hard to assess in the literature, as much of the 

study on this variable discusses the impact of much longer sentences, often with two years or less 

being the shortest category (Dhami, Ayton & Loewenstein, 2007).  Casey, Day & Reynolds 

(2016) research used six months for a dividing line in their research which concluded that 

incarceration length is a large determinate of an inmate’s perception of social climate, with 

longer sentences being associated with more positive perceptions.  The discussion here will focus 
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on what enables time to be a positive influence, and why would it play a positive role at NCC 

while playing a negative role at KRCC. It is supposed that time can have one of two impacts on a 

person, either familiarizing oneself with a context (Brosens, De Donder, Dury, & Verté, 2016), 

therefore having a positive impact on social climate, or something more in line with boredom 

(Sykes, 1958; Toch, 2007), with the repetition of time wearing the individual down.  When 

looking closely at the results, it is interesting to observe that IC appears to be the subscale that 

most closely aligns with this observed difference. 

IC includes the basic need to belong, the need for relatedness (Deci & Ryan, 2000).  For 

an inmate to stay engaged and positive during their incarceration, they apparently need to feel a 

part of something.  The results suggest that a jail with a higher IC is more likely to have its 

longer term inmates display higher perceptions of the social climate.  These inmates may 

represent an asset to a jail by being a more positive influence on those who are arriving at a jail.  

Interestingly it would appear that experienced safety (ES) does not have a similar impact on 

individual’s perception of climate over time.  It would then be suggested that an inmate may 

become accustomed to a certain level of violence, and it is the need for community that gives an 

inmate the resources to remain resilient over time while incarcerated. 

Number of Times Incarcerated 

In analyzing the impact of the number of times an individual had been incarcerated no 

significant effect was found when looking at the whole data set.  When breaking down the 

examination by unit it was possible to demonstrate significant results for KRCC and NFPC that 

showed a pattern of increasing perception of social climate as the number of incarcerations 

increased.  The general trend was the same for both, though for NFPC inmates in the more than 

seven incarcerations category had the lowest observations of social climate.   
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It is interesting to note that the jails with the lowest overall impressions of social climate 

show a benefit for coming to jail more often.  It would appear from this data that at a jail with a 

higher social climate it is not as important to be experienced in the jail culture.  This may be in 

line with the observation for current time incarcerated.  There may be an effect of the well-

established inmates helping along the new inmates at these jails. The higher rates of turnover at 

the remand facilities may lead to inmates having to establish themselves quickly, and this would 

seemingly favour those with the most previous experience in jail. 

Units 

One assertion of this study is that social context matters, that the people who surround 

one another will have an impact, positively or negatively on each other.  This importance of 

focusing on the unit level has been shown in studies (Baro, 1999; Gilligan & Lee, 2004, 2005; 

Rocheleau, 2015; Schalast, 2016).  Moos (1974) asserted that 20-25% of the variance in climate 

assessments between units was due to the individual unit’s climate.  In this study, the impact of 

the group was apparent in the observed differences between units on the three subscales 

(Appendix F).  Across all the jails the results show that the inmate experience of the subscales 

varies from unit to unit in both mean perceptions and the order in which they are ranked.   At 

NFPC the ranked orders were consistent with almost all the units scoring HS as the lowest and 

IC as the highest; however, at other jails, this was not the case.  Any effective approach to 

addressing conflict through social climate assessment needs to be very aware of the unit by unit 

dynamics and not simply apply a blanket solution on the whole jail. 

This discussion of the impact of units leads to looking at the exemplary Guthrie House 

(GTC) unit.  This paper has already discussed the unique therapeutic milieu of GTC, but one of 

its factors is also that inmates ask to go there.  Agency, or the power to make meaningful choices, 
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is a commodity in very short supply in prisons.  Agency, for residents of GTC, is expressed in 

choosing where they are housed within the BCC ACD.  This directly informs the concept of 

selection bias as discussed in the literature review.  Within the total institution of a jail, there is 

typically very little room for agency.  Inmates are told when to eat, sleep, and with whom they 

may do these things (Edgar & Newell, 2006).  It appears that when inmates volunteer to be in a 

program/unit, that the program/unit is more effective than when it is mandated by the courts 

(Williams, 2015).  In response to the power of selection bias and this study, it is suggested that 

by allowing for inmates to have agency in regards to unit placement could impact all three 

subscales, with changes possibly being most notable on the IC scale.   

It would be important for inmate agency to be successful that the inmate would not be 

simply choosing between a series of homogenous units, possibly based primarily on where his 

friends are, but instead, there would be demonstrably different units to choose from.  Throness 

(2014) pitched the idea of a “Right Living Unit” (p. 17) in his report.  This type of unit may look 

different from jail to jail, but it could include this variable of agency.  It is hoped that by 

including this sense of agency that inmates would choose to live less violently as well as be more 

committed to the goals of the unit, to have a higher social climate and to prepare for release.  

This kind of a unit may also represent an opportunity to move past the GP/PC divide, to create a 

unit structured in a way that inmates can see the value of it and are willing to drop their status to 

gain the benefits of the unit.  Guthrie House at NCC already exists as a voluntary unit with both 

GP and PC inmates, but it may be possible to lower the bar from full therapeutic community 

(TC) to a unit that carries a few key attributes of a TC (Dietz, O’Connell, & Scarpitti, 2003). 
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Staff 

In all of the EssenCES subscales, there is a role for staff to play.  One of the unique 

attributes of HS subscale is this role is at its core.  The role of staff on HS does not discount the 

vital impact that staff have in the other subscales, but HS is directly about staff actions and 

behaviours.  It was noted when scoring the individual questions on the EssenCES instrument that 

the last question, “Staff know inmates and their histories well,” was consistently the lowest. 

Various factors can lead to staff not establishing a rapport with inmates but it apparent from some 

studies that the greatest determiner of program success in jail is staff (Gendrau, Goggin, & 

Smith, 1999; Camp, Gaes, Langan, & Saylor, 2003).  In an effort to improve the therapeutic 

value of the staff/prisoner relationship, a number of steps may be taken.   

First off, a high priority can be placed on continuity.  Gendrau, Goggin, & Smith (1999) 

stated in their paper that they had not seen an effective program delivery in any jail when there 

was more that 25% staff turnover in the two preceding years.   This conclusion, echoed by Camp, 

Gaes, Langan, and Saylor (2003), found that staff turnover was a larger predictor of inmate 

misconduct.  A low turnover rate appears to allow inmates to be more relaxed, feel safer, and 

there for more equipped to focus on understanding themselves and preparing for release.  

Another priority could be making efforts to create space for inmates and staff to discuss 

situations in regards to history and future casually.  In most circumstances, the inmate code 

represents a significant impediment to this kind of dialogue on the unit (Faulkner & Faulkner, 

1997; Ricciardelli, 2014).  By keeping in mind the inmate code, efforts could be made to find 

more opportunities for staff and inmates to talk away from the units.  Anecdotally, from my 

experience as a correctional officer, inmates are often quite willing to discuss any number of 
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topics once they are removed from their peer group, whether this is in a setting like health care, 

programs, work assignments, or off-site during a hospital visit. 

Another large impact on HS is staff training (Gendreau, Goggin, & Smith, 1999; Dowden 

& Andrews, 2004).  Staff training by necessity covers a very large ground, and adding anything 

to this load is likely unfeasible.  However, it may be possible to learn from jails with high HS 

assessments, such as FMCC and NCC, about what they do that is different that may contribute to 

inmates believing staff are more interested in them as individuals.  Follow-up research could try 

to compare and contrast the staff training programs at the jails to look for points of convergence 

and difference.  By understanding best practices in staff training, it may be possible establish a 

sound basis for intentional interventions.  Tew, Vince, and Luther (2015) stated that “if culture is 

created and learnt, then it is within our power to change the culture of our prisons, if we want 

to,” (p. 17).  Staff training has the potential to inspire and challenge staff to go beyond reaction 

based efforts and to proactively create a more positive culture. 

Limitations 

There are a number of key limitations for this study, including internal and external 

challenges.  Internal validity challenges include the unique form used at Ford Mountain 

Correctional Centre, and while the differences were not large, they may have skewed the data.  It 

is also important to state that all the survey distribution and collection was done without the 

supervision of the researcher and as such may contain unknown difficulties and errors.  Another 

effect of not visiting the sites was the lack of knowledge about variances between jails and 

between units.   It is also possible that the results of this study are entirely limited to the four jails 

it surveyed.  These results may not be consistent with other jails in BC, Canada or beyond.  This 

study is also the first time that EssenCES has been used in correctional centres in Canada and as 
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such repeating the study and expanding it to include other centres would increase its external 

reliability. 

Implications for Further Research 

While the results of this study represent a robust sample with interesting conclusions, 

further research is needed to both confirm the patterns present and to build on the present 

foundation.  Conflict analysis and Penology are still two fields that have very little interaction 

despite having a high degree of overlap regarding practice.  More research by conflict analysis 

academics could look for more tools that could assess the conflict environment of a jail, and 

comparatively, it may be worthwhile to apply the EssenCES tool to another researched conflict 

environment, such as a university or a refugee camp, to check for its validity against more 

established fields of study. 

Further research could also use appreciative inquiry (Liebling, Price & Elliot, 1999) to 

complement the survey.  This qualitative research technique allows for the interviewing of 

subjects with the emphasis on positive discussion.  The inquiry is framed around questions such 

as “tell me a story about what it is like when life is at its best here,” (p. 79).  This type of inquiry 

would add a rich layer of data to understand the social climate further.  Further research could 

also include cross-referencing the social climate assessments with rates of institutional disorder 

to evaluate whether units with a higher social climate have lower levels of disorder, or if there 

may be patterns between one of the subscales and types of disorder. 

It would also be interesting for further research to do qualitative analysis on this 

phenomenon to determine how the subscales could have such different impacts between the 

overall similar institutions.  These studies could also look into how the inmate experience at one 

jail is understood by inmates as they transfer to another jail.  Interviews and surveys could be 
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done with inmates while still at their previous centres and then follow up interviews at the 

sentenced facility they are transferred to, with the goal of understanding how this difference 

could lead to opportunities to introduce creative ways to bring some of the benefits of NCC and 

FMCC to other jails.  A final recommendation for further research would be to perform a 

longitudinal study, to see how long a jail or unit maintain its social climate, with implications for 

how frequently this assessment should be performed in various settings. 

Conclusion  

 The results of this study show that the Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (EssenCES) is 

an effective tool to assess the social climate of jails within British Columbia Corrections (BCC).  

This tool has the ability allow a jail to add another layer of insight into its unique conflict 

environment.  By unearthing the unique attributes of its various units, populations, and 

demographic variables a jail can work with inmates to address conflict in a new way.  The four 

jails studied all showed unique results that could be utilized to get “even one piece in the right 

place,” (Harding, 2014, p. 164).  Improving social climate and addressing prison conflict have 

the potential to contribute to core correctional practices, from safety (for both inmates and staff), 

to program effectiveness, and even recidivism.  Key results from this project point to the need to 

further understand and address the impact of both population status and sentence status.  Other 

interesting observations include that higher inmate cohesion is associated with higher 

perceptions of social climate over time and that by allowing inmates an amount of agency there 

may be a way to contribute to higher overall impressions of the social climate.  By integrating 

EssenCES into the core operations of British Columbia Corrections, it may be possible to gain 

the necessary insight to frame the conflicts present accurately and engage them effectively. 
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Footnote 

1 - One problem for analyzing this variable was that it was not evenly distributed in all centres.  

To equalize this, an analysis was done which removed the middle value, 4-7 months, from the 

comparison and then grouped the two extreme values on each end.  This created a binary variable 

and allowed for a t test to be performed.  Despite this attempt to retest, NCC and KRCC still 

maintained their opposite patterns in this test, with NCC producing a significant positive 

difference over length of incarceration and KRCC a negative one. 
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Appendix A – Survey Package
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Appendix B – Form used at Ford Mountain Correctional Centre 
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Appendix C – Promotional Poster 
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Appendix D – Total EssenCES and subscales by Unit and Jail 

*Note – All values based on results from the Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (EssenCES), Schalast, 

2008. 
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Appendix E 

EssenCES Subscales by Jail 

Jail Experienced Safety 

M / SD 

Inmate Cohesion 

M / SD 

Hold and Support 

M / SD 

Kamloops Regional 
Correctional Centre 

8.31 / 3.82 9.89 / 4.22 8.00 / 3.99 

Ford Mountain  
Correctional Centre 

13.82 / 3.23 10.27 / 3.53 11.29 / 2.82 

Nanaimo 
Correctional Centre 

11.04 / 4.28 12.58 / 4.00 10.37 / 4.32 

North Fraser 
Pre-trial Centre 

8.10 / 3.77 9.70 / 4.04 6.61 / 3.48 

 

Note:.EssenCES = Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (Schalast et al., 2008) 
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Appendix F 

EssenCES norms (Schalast & Tonkin, 2016) 

Jail Experienced Safety 

M / SD 

Inmate Cohesion 

M / SD 

Hold and Support 

M / SD 

United Kingdom 13.3 / 3.8 11.5 / 5.0 12.0 / 4.6 

Germany 13.3 / 4.1 10.5 / 3.9 11.3 / 4.8 

Australia 9.5 / 2.8 8.4 / 4.5 7.8 / 4.2 

Singapore 13.8 / 3.4 11.1 / 4.3 10.6 / 3.9 

 

Note:.EssenCES = Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (Schalast et al., 2008) 

United Kingdom (Tonkin et al., 2011) 

Germany (Schalast & Groenwold, 2009) 

Australia (Day, Casey, Vess, & Huisy, 2011) 
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EssenCES Subscale combined individual norms from four international studies 

∑ score Experienced 

Safety 

Inmate Cohesion Hold and 

Support 

Quintile 

0 .0 1.1 1.3  

1 .0 1.8 4.2  

2 .7 3.4 6.9  

3 1.5 5.2 8.8 Q1 

4 3.3 7.8 11.7  

5 4.3 14.3 16.6  

6 7.0 21.7 20.8  

7 11.6 28.8 27.6 Q2 

8 15.7 35.0 35.2  

9 25.0 43.1 41.7  

10 35.7 52.6 48.2 Q3 

11 46.0 60.0 56.5  

12 54.1 65.4 65.9  

13 62.1 71.2 72.7 Q4 

14 68.8 78.7 77.5  

15 77.0 85.1 81.6  

16 85.1 90.5 87.0  

17 56.3 93.9 91.5  

18 61.6 96.3 94.8 Q5 

19 64.9 97.5 98.0  

20 100 100.0 100.0  

Note:.EssenCES = Essen Climate Evaluation Schema (Schalast et al., 2008) 
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Note from Authors: (Schalast & Tonkin, 2016) 
Percentiles represent percentages of observations that reach the specific value of a variable.  
Combined percentiles present the mean of the percentiles of the four samples included.  Thus, the 
four international samples all have the same weight in this calculation.  Combined percentiles are 
not calculated from an integrated table of raw data from the four samples. 
Quintiles divide a distribution into five groups with equal numbers of cases.  Possible 
interpretation: Q1 = clearly below average, Q2 = somewhat below average, Q3 = average, Q4 = 
somewhat above average, Q5 = clearly above average. 


